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ABSTRACT
The role of psychology in mediation has remained relatively unexplored, especially in the
Indian context. Mediator training has failed to take into account psychology-based
techniques for dealing with parties’ negative emotions and assisting in increasing their
emotional intelligence during mediation. By reexamining the facts of the dispute with
mediator’s assistance, parties are more likely to move towards objective reality. To avoid the
direct-indirect communication dilemma, mediators have to appreciate the communication
styles of both parties, and alter their own style whenever needed to suit parties’ needs. A
mediator should nudge the parties from competition to cooperation by helping them prevail
over their biases in order to take rational decisions. The paper suggests developing a closer
relationship between mediation and psychology so that veteran mediators can pass on their
experience in understanding people to the younger mediators. This will enable the next
generation of mediators to alter parties’ choice structure by eliminating their irrational
biases which lead to sub-optimal decisions and reduce negative emotional behaviors.
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I.

RESOLVING CONFLICTS: THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MEDIATION

A. Understanding ‘conflict’
Conflict, in terms of human psychology, refers to the opposing stands or
irreconcilable differences between two or more parties, leading to a confrontation. Coleman
describes a conflict as an “anticipated frustration entailed in the choice of either
alternative.”1 However, a universal definition of the term is not feasible since every
individual has a different perception of conflict. Conflicts, irrespective of their nature, cause
disturbance in the minds of interested parties which is resolved only when an outcome has
been agreed upon. Simply put, a conflict is a clash of contradicting desires, needs, interests or
ideologies, with the stronger party dominating the outcome. In such situations, parties sense a
threat to their power, status, emotions, or even body.
Though warring parties have contradicting versions of the same dispute, the
fundamental difference is the reversal of good and bad characters in their stories. Both parties
think that they are right while alleging that the other side has been the unreasonable
aggressor. Likelihood of disputes will decrease if people stop judging behavior of other
individuals from their point of view- instead, they should put themselves in the other party’s
shoes to gain a holistic perspective. After all, what is obvious to one person might not be so
obvious to the other.
B. Mediation: Third-party involvement (Not intervention)
Mediation—giving primacy to parties’ interests—focuses on a constructive conflict
management to assist disputants in thinking ‘out of box,’ wherever necessary. Negotiations in
protracted disputes often fail since parties approach the resolution of underlying issues with a
limited perspective.2 A mediator understands the needs and interests of both parties and
assists them in arriving on a mutually satisfactory compromise.
Mediators, through skills such as active listening, try to connect with parties in order
to understand their explanation of the conflict. One of the biggest challenges for a mediator is
to encourage parties to move away from the deeply-rooted first person perspective and look
at the dispute from the other party’s and an independent, third-party perspective. Quite often,
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we hear expressions like ‘stepping into the shoes of other party’ in mediation. However, that
is easier said than done since human beings comprehend reality subjectively even though
they consider it as the objective reality.
Currently an underrated theme in mediation, the role of psychology in understanding
cognitive biases and irrational errors which shape the subjective realities of individuals can
be promoted by mediators with grasp over functioning of human mind.3 Since psychology
covers aspects of conscious and unconscious decisions taken by an individual, bridging it
with mediation can open a whole new array of possibilities for amicable resolution of
complex disputes.
C. Cognitive biases: Irrationality in Homo sapiens
Psychology and behavioral economics validate the prevailing irrationality in the
‘rational’ Homo sapiens- with cognitive biases and irrational errors distorting our thought
process, we often end up taking catastrophically bad decisions. Daniel Kahneman, Nobel
Prize winner in behavioral economics for his breakthrough work on role of cognitive biases
in decision-making, described it as the human tendency to reach conclusions based on limited
information.4 Cognitive biases are psychological blunders in evaluation and reasoning caused
by overly simplified information processing strategies, and is extremely difficult to avoid.5
One of the most common examples of cognitive bias is the Bandwagon effect, commonly
known as herd mentality.
Associated with executive functioning, pre-frontal cortex is the part of the brain
which is responsible for controlling our behavior and thought process as well as preventing us
from taking impulsive decisions.6 However, with all emotional information going directly to
the primitive paleo-mammalian brain consisting of the limbic system,7 the role of pre-frontal
cortex in decision-making is limited to the second-hand, biased information it receives from
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the seat of emotion.8 According to Paul MacLean, who proposed the Triune Brain concept in
1968, the paleo-mammalian brain and not the rational neo-mammalian brain is responsible
for perceiving the reality.9 This observation has far-reaching implications overall, but we
shall, for the purposes of this essay, limit ourselves to its role in mediation.
Influenced by psychological and social factors, we often take decisions which are
prima facie irrational. The emotional state of an individual also determines his/her decisions.
For instance, decisions taken when one feels stressed will be considerably different from
when such person is happy, which will further be different from when he/she is in a state of
loathing.
Consistent and predictable in nature, cognitive distortions can be attributed to beliefs
and preferences of people which they hold on to despite contrary data. 10 For instance, both
parties during mediation claim vehemently that they are right and the other side is wrong.
Their claims might even be true, but only partially- their perceptions of truth are nothing but
emotions from limbic system cloaked as neocortical rationalizations.11

II.

PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH TO MEDIATION: MAKING THE PROCESS
MORE ‘PARTY-FRIENDLY’

Mediation can be described as a ‘rendezvous discipline’, requiring knowledge from
various disciplines.12 Since mediation is not restricted to the four walls of law, a mediator
might be called to answer emotional, psychological, economic and even, philosophical
questions. However, we shall limit ourselves to studying the role of psychology in mediation.
A closer relationship exists between mediation and psychology than one might think.
It is impossible for the parties to arrive on an optimal decision without employing the mental
faculties. Veteran mediators attempt to understand parties’ psychology from the moment they
8
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enter the room and over the course, as mediation proceeds. Understanding how the parties
will react in a given situation, a mediator is better equipped to communicate to parties that
bargains have to be made for settlement.
Where the party(s) comes to mediation with a ‘my way or the highway’ approach, a
mediator will make them see reason in relying on intellect and avoid emotional decisionmaking. The mediator, in his role as a facilitator, sets the right tone for bargaining and
negotiation dance13 between parties. Warring sides thus understand each other’s perspectives,
along with their needs and interests, keeping negative emotions aside. Free-flowing
conversation between parties enables the mediator to identify their motives and driving forces
which is important for a productive mediation session.
The best way to resolve a conflict is to approach the core issues creatively, in order to
come up with out-of-the-box solutions. Parties during failed negotiations ponder over various
outcomes, all of which are unacceptable to the either party. Involving a neutral third party
with a possibly, different understanding of the dispute provides a fresh perspective. This is
crucial for exploring innovative solutions, the importance of which cannot be undermined.
Conflicts can also be described as a disagreement blown out of proportion. More often
than not, the perceived disagreement is much more exaggerated than the real disagreement.
Such exaggeration is attributable to cognitive distortions14 like personalization15, assumptions
based on mind-reading,16 cognitive labeling,17 self-serving bias,18 cognitive exaggeration19
and tendency to overestimate.20 By facilitating conversation between parties, a mediator
seeks to understand their psychology to anticipate the possible outcomes of the dispute.
For parties, talking to each other is crucial- it helps them in understanding the real
issues and exploring outcomes agreeable to both parties. One of the senior most mediators at
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Samadhan Mediation Centre, Delhi once remarked in one of his sessions- “Human beings
have a chance to be proactive or reactive”. Made in context of a commercial dispute between
two brothers, it encouraged parties to think practically instead of acting instinctively. True
success in mediation amounts to the parties’ ability to make intelligent choices from limited
options available.

III.

OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE REALITIES: RECOGNIZING THE
DIFFERENCES

The underlying assumption of every ‘what happened’ conversation initiated by the
mediator in joint sessions and carried on in caucuses is the existence of an objective reality.
However it is impossible for the human brain taking in enormous information at any given
time, to focus on each and every piece of it. Such information, filtered by the nervous system
in terms of relevance,21 is affected by cognitive biases- this filtered data constitutes the
subjective reality of an individual. No issue arises if subjective realities of two individuals are
similar, however that is highly unlikely since their ideas, memories and behavior will be
different.
Termed as a distorted shadow of objective reality, subjective realities let people see
clearly only parts of the former, while other parts remain inaccessible to the active mind.22
Experience shows that subjective realities of disputants are often quite different from not only
the objective reality but also from each other’s- this is precisely why disputes arise. In this
light, it is important to understand why these subjective realities—which also influence our
behaviors—differ from the objective reality and the implications that they can have.
According to Joel Lee,23 the real problem lies in the failure to appreciate this
difference as it is incorrectly presumed that subjective reality equates objective reality.24
Subjective realities are created by people through an unconscious process of selection of
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particular aspects of objective reality.25 Misunderstandings prevail between both parties due
to varying subjective realities, causing them to attribute blame to each other. Aware that the
disputants will have incompatible stories, one of the primary tasks of a mediator is to
understand the two versions of objective reality and assist in recreation of a third which is
mutually acceptable to both parties.
Once parties understand the inadequacy of their subjective realities, they are more
likely to be open to considering other aspects of objective reality which could alter their
deductions. After understanding the variance in parties’ subjective realities, a mediator can
share it along with complete information and underlying reasoning provided by each party
with the other side. Both parties will then be in a better position to understand their own
conclusions.
Through reframing and rephrasing parties’ statements, mediators attempt to effect
changes in their behavior and approach to the conflict. Through usage of soft phrases, parties
are encouraged to reconsider their subjective realities and realign the same with objective
reality to the extent possible. However before doing so, the mediator has to gain the
confidence of parties to ensure that they do not feel threatened during this process.

IV.

DIRECT OR INDIRECT COMMUNICATION (?): BRIDGING THE
COMMUNICATION GAP BETWEEN PARTIES

A mediator can communicate with the parties either directly or indirectly while
conveying ideas and opinions. While direct communication refers to stating what a person
feels or thinks without mincing his/her words, indirect communication is a more subtle way
of communicating the same point which requires the listener(s) to read between the lines.26
Consider the case of a person disappointed with the conduct of other party. While a direct
communicator will express his frustration, stating ‘I am annoyed with your behavior’, an
indirect communicator will not only use words but also non-verbal behavior or articulate his
displeasure metaphorically.
The manner of communication can provide a great deal of insight into a person’s
psychology. An indirect communicator might think that acting in the heat of the moment
25
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hurts the feelings of the other party as well as is detrimental to the settlement process itself.
However, that does not mean that direct communicators intend to hurt the listener- their
thought process could be to avoid any ambiguities during communication.
Parties’ approach in communicating their opinion can play a crucial role in escalation
or de-escalation of a conflict. For instance, where the listener prefers direct communication,
an indirect communicator might come across as evasive, ambiguous and suspicious27- this
makes it hard for such listener to believe in the communicator’s offer. Conversely, a direct
communicator comes across as rude, uncompromising and inconsiderate to listeners
preferring indirect communication. In both cases, negotiations between parties will most
likely fail with the conflict escalating into a formal dispute.
Involvement of a mediator facilitating communication between disputants can give
rise to numerous possibilities. A mediator should understand not only the parties’ preference
of communication—from their body language and behavior—but also their own range in
order to avoid the direct-indirect communication dilemma. The mediator having the same
style of communication as parties is the best case scenario- practically speaking, that does not
happen much though. Where parties’ approach is distinct from that of the mediator’s, the
latter is advised to change their communication style accordingly to gain the former’s trust
and mediate the dispute more effectively. This can be suitably illustrated with the help of two
examples:Illustration 1: Two parties, sharing a long-standing commercial relationship, are
embroiled in a dispute over payment terms. While one party seeks full payment, the other
side considers the demand unjustified in light of deficiency in the former’s service.
Negotiations between them have failed in the past. During mediation, parties prefer to
communicate indirectly since their relationship is at stake. Feeling that parties are unable to
make any real progress towards settlement, the mediator seeks to encourage direct
communication between them. However, parties see it as an insensitive move, and attribute
this to mediator’s failure to understand the complexities associated with their dispute.
Illustration 2: In a family property dispute, emotional tension prevails amongst the
parties. Preferring direct communication with each other, they often engage in taking potshots
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during the session. The mediator seeks to prevent parties from doing so which, in his opinion,
will be detrimental to settlement. Keeping this in mind, he encourages parties to
communicate indirectly which will also give them time to think and ponder over their actions.
However parties see him as an indecisive, spineless figure who avoids getting to the point,
while raising questions on his authority in the whole process. The mediator on the other hand
feels that parties’ impatience and aggressive nature might wreck the mediation process.
The abovementioned illustrations are limited to cases where conflicting parties share
the same communications approach. However, a situation where both parties have opposing
styles is equally likely. In such cases, one party may perceive the mediator to be biased in
another’s favor with similar communication style (since, broadly speaking, there can be only
two styles). To avoid such situations, mediators are suggested to find a middle ground and
develop their own style of communication, tailored to meet the needs of both parties.
One might ask how mediators can develop their own style when there are only two
possible approaches. The answer lies in the mediator’s role of a translator28- he/she often puts
his reframing skills into use during mediation. For parties with contrasting approaches, a
direct communicator might probably be unable to understand the exact meaning of the
statements of the opposite party. In such cases, the mediator can use his reframing and
reiteration skills to reduce the communication gap and ensure that there is no information
asymmetry.
For mediators, it is equally important to address the biased perception of parties
towards one another, based on their divergent communication styles. Most likely to come out
in caucus with respective parties, these labels can be done away with through reframing their
behaviors. Eliminating these labels is an important step towards countering the irrational
biases of a party, and can be achieved with mediator’s assistance.
Where a party is open to the possibility of modifying their communication style, the
mediator can act as a coach and guide such party (preferably in private sessions) in
conversing in a manner more suited to the other party’s needs. Obviously, the mediator will
have to first illustrate to such party the importance and necessity of arriving on a settlement in
mediation, before it can be convinced to change the approach.
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V.

INTUITIVE AND DELIBERATE (ANALYTICAL) THINKING

Individuals arrive on decisions either through intuitive (rapid) or deliberative (slow)
thought processes,29 or in some cases, a fusion of both. According to Gordon Pennycook
(Canadian psychologist) and his team, all human beings are primarily intuitive driven by
emotional factors during decision-making.30 All individuals however, can think both
intuitively and analytically. People with years of experience in deliberate thinking can also
rely on intuitive thinking, especially in matters outside the ambit of their specialization. At
the same time, highly instinctive people can also think deliberately in certain situations.
Reliance on instincts can be both a good and a bad thing. 31 Good, because honed over
millennia of human evolution, intuitive thinking helps us in taking efficient decisions where
rapid response is crucial. In such cases, rational, analytical thinking is likely to cause
‘paralysis by analyses.’32 How many times has it happened that we go to a restaurant for the
first time and order an exquisite-sounding dish? Going for analytical decision making in such
cases could take a long time since there are numerous options on the menu. Worst to worst,
even if we end up hating the dish, we know now what not to order the next time.
Intuitive thinking is bound to let us down in cases—like the ‘bat-ball problem’33—
requiring effortful analytical thinking. Intuition played a crucial role in the life of early
hunting groups living closer to nature and often faced with the choice of ‘fight or flight.’
However, modern world is a different story altogether. The quick response associated with it
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might be useful in the social realm; however beyond that, important decisions must be taken
through a slower but more efficient analytical process.34
Focusing on one thing at a time, deliberative thinking is brain centered (unlike
intuitive, which is heart centered) and lacks perspective, tending to be abstract in nature.35
Deliberative thinking thrives in relatively stable conditions where there is no time pressure.
This approach is ideal for dealing with complex issues requiring serious, effortful
deliberations. For example, it assists the parties during mediation in pursuing the best
available options. Apt in cases where guidelines have been established for analysis, this
approach can be taught in classrooms.36
Though intuitive thinking has completely opposite features37, it steps in where
deliberative thinking proves to be inadequate- the former contains perspective and helps in
understanding the bigger picture. Intuitive thinking relies on an individual’s experience in a
particular situation to produce rapid action.38 Acting on unexplained intuitions, this thoughtprocess gives up the ‘best’ option in favor of a ‘workable’ one, especially where time is of
essence.39
Intuitive thinking tends to produce a restricted scope of thought, overlooking new
perspectives. Focusing only on what is visible40 and often plagued with irrational biases, this
approach must be avoided during mediation entailing intense negotiations between parties.
Parties should employ deliberative thinking more often in order to consciously analyze all
information and arrive on a logically sound conclusion. As of now, there is no clarity on the
nature of thought processes that parties implement to take decisions in mediation.41 Even
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though intuition is seen as an unexplainable force leading to erroneous decisions in tricky
situations, it is important to note that deliberate thinking suffers from infirmities too42.
Specializing in analytical thinking, lawyers are often dismissive of intuitive skills.
The undue importance accorded to analytical thinking in legal profession is arguably one of
the reasons for inadequacies in the present legal system. Mediation is an attempt towards
recognition of the role of intuitive skills in providing the right context for analytical
thinking.43 A combination of intuitive and analytical skills—referred to as Holistic thinking—
enables an individual to perceive with a whole eye. Holistic thinking encourages parties to
move from their ‘win-lose’ mindset to a ‘mutual gains’ approach, which effects settlements in
mediation.

VI.

BREAKING AND SUBSEQUENT RE-BUILDING OF TRUST

Any individual might tend to be more favorably inclined towards believing in him/her
own self than others. Assuming ourselves to be free of flaws, we have no doubts about our
trustworthiness. However when it comes to trusting any other person, the first question that
we ask is- ‘Can he/she be trusted?’ This is arguably essential since too less information might
be available on their integrity to arrive on an informed decision.
On getting a warm, cozy feeling in respect of an individual, one might say that the
threshold for trust is met by him/her. However this feeling is considered to be unreliable, for
it is fraught with confirmation bias.44 Confirmation bias refers to the human tendency to seek
information supporting their preconceived beliefs45- surrounded with information that
reiterate our beliefs, it causes us to ignore contrary facts. This can be suitably demonstrated
with the help of an example:
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“‘A’ is of the opinion that ‘B’ cannot be trusted. Any information pointing out the
trustworthiness of ‘B’ will be—consciously or unconsciously—ignored by ‘A’. Conversely,
where ‘A’ considers ‘B’ to be trustworthy, information suggesting the contrary will be either
unconsciously ignored or at best, efforts will be made by the former to seek evidence
countering the same.”
When conflicts happen, the prevailing trust between parties goes for a toss. Repairing
this broken trust thus gains paramount importance in managing and successfully resolving
conflicts. Mediators, while attempting to rebuild trust between parties, should distinguish
between emotional and strategic trust.46 While emotional trust refers to the aforementioned
warm feelings in respect of an individual which assures us about his/her reliability, strategic
trust is built subject to our understanding, ability and willingness to meet the other person’s
interests.47
Re-building emotional trust takes a lot of time and often proves to be extremely
challenging for the mediator. However, that is not the case in strategic trust which is contextspecific. Mediators focus on the interests of parties to develop strategic trust, and how they
can satisfy each other’s concerns. In case a party is unable or unwilling or fails to understand
the interests of the other side, there can be no strategic trust between them.
Joint and private sessions with parties enables the mediator to improve their
understanding of each other’s needs and interests, develop abilities and create options for
them and finally, incentivize parties’ performance of obligations by associating it with their
concerns or motivations. Where emotional relationships are involved, building strategic trust
in the short run may lead to the revival of lost warmth and amiability between parties in
future. Keeping this in mind, a mediator must encourage behavior contributing in the building
of strategic trust.

VII. ‘PERCEPTION IS PROJECTION’: IRRATIONAL ERRORS BY ‘RATIONAL’
FORCES
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Even though all human beings are fundamentally different, a common misperception
prevails that every person sees the world in the same light and reacts to it in the same way as
us. As our brain receives a large number of sensory signals, the limbic system is required to
filter and prioritize them leading to perception bias (such as, selective perception).48 On the
basis of filtered signals, basic emotions are generated which cause cognitive biases.49
Though intuitive thinking mostly produces these biases, they are equally likely to
arise while thinking analytically. These biases cause parties to commit irrational errors like
fundamental attribution error,50 ego-centric bias,51 stereotyping, halo effect,52 overconfidence,
confirmation bias, fixed pie perception53 and irreconcilable differences between the
competitive and cooperative approach.54
For instance, because B perceives the world as an unsparing place (he might have
arrived on this conclusion on the basis of past experiences, cognitive biases etc.), he commits
an irrational error by thinking that no person can ever be merciful. Since B has made up his
mind that genuinely nice people do not exist, any information pointing to the contrary will be
ignored by him.
C is a kind-hearted, honest person who goes out of his way to help fellow human
beings in times of need. Suffering from the cognitive distortion of overgeneralization,55
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confirmation bias and delusion,56 B will project his world view on C’s behavior and ignore
his virtues since it goes against the former’s pre-conceived notions. Worse, he may even
ascribe negative intent to C’s good deeds to justify his own irrational biases.
When a dispute comes for mediation, the level of trust between parties is about to or
has already hit rock bottom- this is attributable to the communication gap. A mediator’s job
in this light is to revive the communication channels for rebuilding trust between parties.
However, equally important for him/her is to change the perception of parties- mediator’s
involvement is significant in light of the self-fulfilling prophecy.57
The way parties see each other will determine their actions (or inaction) over the
course of mediation. Their perception can be reformed through information sharing—
facilitated by the mediator—which is likely to force them to think holistically, saving them
the harm that irrational errors can cause. Parties should also be encouraged to identify and
manage their emotions (emotional intelligence) to ensure that they do not impact the
unrelated decisions.58

VIII. MEDIATING WITH A PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE: SHIFT FROM
‘COMPETITION’ TO ‘COOPERATION’
Mediation is the only mode of conflict resolution which duly addresses the needs,
interests and underlying concerns of parties before arriving on ‘mutually-agreed’ outcome.
Experienced mediators make it a point to understand the psychological implications of
conflict at hand for the parties. While some individuals fear conflict, others might try to avoid
the same thinking that all disagreements are bound to end badly. Some may even consider it a
threat to their existence. Such parties will never be able to sort out the outstanding issues in a
healthy atmosphere, with negative emotions such as anger, frustration and disappointment
prevailing over common sense.
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O. Henry’s short story “The Ransom of Red Chief” provides a great example of
psychological game revolving around action and reaction.59 To remove the impending
deadlocks, a mediator has to understand the psychological needs of the disputants. A
corollary to this observation is the need to establish closer ties between psychology and the
practice of mediation. Though mediators—as legal practitioners—develop useful discovery
skills over time, there is nothing like listening to both parties’ version of the conflict.
Mediator’s undivided attention not only encourages parties to vent out their emotions
constructively but also helps him/her in understanding the latter’s psychological interests.
Currently the practice of understanding parties’ psychology is limited to a few mediators,
who have mastered the art over years of practice. Biases, especially where parties disagree on
almost everything, can lead to competition instead of cooperation between them.60 Conflicts
can be better resolved where mediators understand these biases aggravating the conflict and
assist in prevailing over them to take rational decisions.
To disrupt the vicious Bias- conflict cycle, mediators should persuade parties to
question their cognitive biases in order to gain a ‘complete’ perspective of the dispute,
overcome their perception biases, adopt a problem-solving conflict resolution approach and
finally, avoid emotional decision-making. A mediator, like a fly on the wall, is best situated
to understand the perspectives of both parties and recognize their biases. In this light,
mediators can raise their awareness vis-à-vis the role of unconscious biases in a conflict to
encourage problem solving.
Active listening is considered an essential trait for a mediator; however it is equally
important for parties to listen carefully to not only the other side’s version but also to their
own story during mediator’s summarization. Reexamining the specifics of the dispute and the
facts leading up to it with mediator’s assistance, parties are more likely to take an unbiased
view and move towards the objective reality.61
A closer relationship between mediation and psychology is proposed to be developed
so that senior mediators could pass on their experience in understanding people to the
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younger mediators. This will enable the subsequent generation of mediators to alter parties’
choice structure by eliminating their irrational biases and cognitive errors (like,
overconfidence) which lead to sub-optimal decisions. For example, mediators can set ground
rules to facilitate cooperation between the parties. By setting ground rules and encouraging
parties to separate people from the problem, mediators urge them to assume a cooperative
problem-solving approach. At the same time, decisional autonomy of parties will be
respected and maintained at all times.
In psychology, Kahneman effect postulates that the party perceiving losses during
negotiations seeks a higher compensation as compared to the party under the perception of
gaining from such negotiations.62 Appropriate framing and reframing by mediators will
nudge the parties away from suboptimal decision-making through altering the meaning of
gain and loss and offering a range of choices to the parties.63

IX.

CONCLUSION: ACTIVE LISTENING COMES AT A COST FOR MEDIATORS
As mediators sit listening to parties complain and indulge in negative behavior, they

are vulnerable to ‘dumbing down’ effect.64 According to latest research, exposure to
negativity over continued periods damage such part of listener’s brain used in decisionmaking.65 Quite ironically, mediators seem to be compromising on their issue-resolving and
decision-making capabilities while trying to get the parties to settle their conflict amicably.
The mediation process should be structured in a manner providing timely breaks for
everyone involved therein and to break the vicious circle of action and reaction between
parties. A mediator has to maintain complete detachment from negative emotions and
impulsive behavior, especially in intense conflicts.66 Such timely breaks will enable the
mediator to take a step back from the conflict and collect his/her thoughts. The mental and
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emotional state of the mediator has a real impact on the process as well as parties. A mediator
has to be a calm and composing player amidst forces with a volatile relationship.
However, this is merely a short-term solution. In the longer run, a deeper involvement
of psychology in mediation is suggested as mediators should be trained to deal with both
human emotions and psychology for making mediation more party-centric. Engaging the
discipline of psychology in mediation can have far-reaching effects. For example, a recent
psychology study indicated that lighting can intensify both positive and negative emotions of
an individual which in turn influences his/her rational decision-making capabilities.67 Bright
light is likely to aggravate the initial emotional reactions of a person towards people and
objects.
Though veteran mediators might already be aware of it, this observation is a food for
thought for the younger mediators who struggle to exercise authority while mediating with
older parties. Incorporating the discourse of psychology within mediation would bring
numerous findings on human nature to mediators’ view- this is likely to assist them in
understanding parties psychologically and reducing negative emotional behaviors.
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